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β-Catenins are conserved regulators of metazoan development that function with TCF DNA-binding proteins to activate transcription. In Caenorhabditis elegans, SYS-1/β-catenin and POP-1/TCF regulate several asymmetric divisions, including that of the somatic gonadal precursor cell (SGP). In the distal but not the proximal SGP daughter, SYS-1/β-catenin and POP-1/TCF transcriptionally activate ceh-22 to specify the distal fate. Here, we investigate the distribution of SYS-1/β-catenin and its regulation. Using a rescuing transgene, VNS::SYS-1, which fuses VENUS fluorescent protein to SYS-1, we find more VNS::SYS-1 in distal than proximal SGP daughters, a phenomenon we call “SYS-1 asymmetry.” In addition, SYS-1 asymmetry is seen in many other tissues, consistent with the idea that SYS-1 regulates asymmetric divisions broadly during C. elegans development. In particular, SYS-1 is more abundant in E than MS, and SYS-1 is critical for the endodermal fate. In all cases, SYS-1 is reciprocal to POP-1 asymmetry: cells with higher SYS-1 have lower POP-1, and vice versa. SYS-1 asymmetry is controlled posttranslationally and relies on frizzled and dishevelled homologs, which also control POP-1 asymmetry. Therefore, upstream regulators modulate the SYS-1 to POP-1 ratio by increasing SYS-1 and decreasing POP-1 within the same cell. By contrast, SYS-1 asymmetry does not rely on WRM-1, which appears specialized for POP-1 asymmetry. We suggest a two-pronged pathway for control of SYS-1/POP-1, which can robustly accomplish differential gene expression in daughters of an asymmetric cell division.

B-β-Catenins are key regulators of metazoan development (1). When the canonical Wnt signaling pathway is inactive, β-catenin is destroyed, but when it is activated, β-catenin is stabilized, enters the nucleus, and functions as a transcriptional coactivator to transform the TCF/LEF DNA-binding protein from a repressor to an activator of target genes (ref. 2; reviewed in ref. 3). A variant Wnt signaling pathway controls asymmetric cell divisions in Caenorhabditis elegans (4, 5). A new player in that pathway is SYS-1/β-catenin (6).

The sys-1 gene was discovered as a regulator of the asymmetric cell division of somatic gonadal precursor cells (SGPs) (7). Each SGP produces a distal daughter that generates a “distal tip cell” and a proximal daughter with potential to make an “anchor cell.” (Fig. L4). Each distal tip cell controls elongation into a gonadal “arm,” while the anchor cell induces the vulva. In sys-1 loss-of-function mutants, SGPs divide symmetrically and generate two daughters, both with proximal fates: no distal tip cells (and hence no gonadal arms) are produced (Fig. L1B); instead, extra anchor cells are made. This lack of distal tip cells coupled to extra anchor cells is a hallmark of the sys phenotype.

The sys-1 gene encodes a highly divergent β-catenin (6, 8). Several lines of evidence support the idea that SYS-1 is a functional β-catenin. First, transgenic SYS-1 can rescue a null mutant of bar-1, which encodes a typical β-catenin. Second, SYS-1 binds the β-catenin binding domain of POP-1/TCF. Third, SYS-1 acts as a transcriptional coactivator for POP-1 in a TOPFLASH reporter. Fourth, ceh-22 expression in distal SGP daughters depends on POP-1 binding sites in the ceh-22b promoter and also on SYS-1 and POP-1. Therefore, SYS-1 acts in many ways like a typical β-catenin.

Both SYS-1/β-catenin and POP-1/TCF control the SGP asymmetric cell division (7, 9). In pop-1 mutants, as in sys-1 mutants, the SGP daughters both adopt a proximal fate (Fig. 1B). Importantly, POP-1 is asymmetrically distributed to SGP daughters (10), a phenomenon that has been seen in many asymmetric cell divisions and has been dubbed “POP-1 asymmetry” (11). Although counterintuitive, nuclear POP-1 is reduced in distal SGP daughters relative to proximal daughters, a reduction that is critical for distal tip cell specification. One explanation is that abundant POP-1 represses transcription, but reduced POP-1/TCF activates transcription, as observed in the early embryo (2). Consistent with that model, a direct target gene of POP-1 and SYS-1 is activated in distal SGP daughters (8).

The ratio of SYS-1/β-catenin to POP-1/TCF is critical for transcriptional activation (6, 10). This idea is based on several findings. First, the generation of distal tip cells is sensitive to SYS-1 abundance: cyh-2/1 heterozygotes have too few distal tip cells, and SYS-1 overexpression produces too many distal tip cells. Second, a decrease in POP-1 is critical for distal tip cell specification, which relies on transcriptional activation of the ceh-22b promoter. Third, the ratio of SYS-1/β-catenin to POP-1/TCF is critical for transcriptional activity in TOPFLASH reporter assays. Based on these data, the model was proposed that SYS-1 is made at a uniformly low level and that POP-1 must be decreased to accommodate that limiting level.

In this article, we examine SYS-1/β-catenin expression, using a rescuing reporter called VNS::SYS-1. VNS::SYS-1 is distributed asymmetrically to SGP daughters, a phenomenon we dub “SYS-1 asymmetry.” Importantly, SYS-1 asymmetry is reciprocal to POP-1 asymmetry. In the early embryo, SYS-1 is critical for the endodermal fate. We focus on the SGP division to investigate the control of SYS-1 asymmetry. That control is posttranslational and depends on both frizzled and dishevelled, two conserved components of the Wnt pathway. Taking our results together with those of previous studies, we suggest that the SYS-1/POP-1 ratio is controlled by a forked pathway that drives both high SYS-1 and low POP-1 in the responding cell. The reciprocal asymmetry of SYS-1 and POP-1 provides an elegant way to adjust the SYS-1/POP-1 ratio both rapidly and robustly in daughters of an asymmetric cell division.
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Asymmetric expression of SYS-1/β-catenin in SGP daughters. (A) Schematic of wild-type SGP asymmetric division. The top shows gonadal primordium (large oval) with two SGPs (gray) and two germline precursors (asterisks). The anterior and posterior SGPs are called Z1 and Z4, respectively. Proximal (pro) and distal gonadal axes are indicated above primordium, and the dashed line indicates the plane of symmetry. The bottom shows that each SGP produces one distal (yellow) and one proximal (blue) daughter. The distal daughter makes a distal tip cell (DTC) and hence a gonadal arm; the proximal daughter has anchor cell (ac) potential. (B) Schematic of SGP symmetrical division. Conventions are as in A. (C) P_vns::VNS::SYS-1 reporter transgene. Boxes, exons; lines, noncoding regions. VENUS, yellow fluorescent protein; ARM, armadillo repeats (6). VNS::SYS-1 was integrated into the genome at two distinct sites (qts94 and qts95). (D) Schematic of SGP in SGP with 1 h of its division. Nomarski (Upper) and fluorescent (Lower) images of same L1 larva. Dashed line, outline of gonadal primordium; Z1 and Z4, SGPs; asterisks, germ cells; arrowheads, positions of VNS::SYS-1 granules. (E) VNS::SYS-1 in SGP daughters. Conventions as in D. VNS::SYS-1 is present in the distal daughter (Z1.a) but not the proximal daughter (Z1.p). (F) Relative intensities of VNS::SYS-1 in SGP daughter pairs ranged from 5-fold to infinity. x axis, relative intensity of VNS::SYS-1 in distal daughter compared with proximal daughter; numbers refer to fold difference. y axis, number of SGP pairs.

Results

VNS::SYS-1 Reporter. To visualize SYS-1/β-catenin, we made a transgene, called P_vns::VNS::SYS-1, that encodes wild-type SYS-1 tagged with VENUS yellow fluorescent protein (Fig. 1C). In our attempts to make a SYS-1 reporter, most transgenic lines were lethal, sick, or produced no detectable protein (A.R.K., unpublished data). The lethal and sick lines were lethal, sick, or produced no detectable protein (A.R.K., unpublished data). Therefore, our analyses rely on still images rather than continuous observation. Importantly, VNS::SYS-1 rescued gonadogenesis defects of sys-1(q544) mutants and rendered them fertile. Furthermore, VNS::SYS-1 did not induce extra gonadal arms, a hallmark of SYS-1 overexpression (6). We conclude that VNS::SYS-1 is functional and that its distribution is likely to be representative of endogenous protein.

SYS-1 Asymmetry in the SGP Lineage. VNS::SYS-1 was not found in SGPs of newly hatched L1 larvae (n = 23) but was detectable ~1 h before their division (n = 48) (Fig. 1D). VNS::SYS-1 was present in both nucleus and cytoplasm but was enriched in granules often localized to the proximal edge of the SGP (Fig. 1D). During the SGP division, VNS::SYS-1 localized to large puncta in each of the two daughters, at a position suggesting localization to the centrosome; no SYS-1 asymmetry was seen at this point. After the division, VNS::SYS-1 was easily seen in distal daughters but either was not seen or was barely detectable in proximal daughters (Fig. 1E). In the next division, VNS::SYS-1 was in the distal-most SGP granddaughters (Z1aa, Z4pp) but not their proximal sisters (Z1ap, Z4pa); by contrast, VNS::SYS-1 was not in SGP proximal granddaughters (Z1pa, Z1pp, Z4aa, Z4ap).

The relative abundance of VNS::SYS-1 was estimated by using ImageJ software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij). For this quantitation, signal in each SGP daughter was normalized to background fluorescence in germ cells. Signal in distal SGP daughters was, on average, 25-fold higher than that in the proximal sister (n = 8). The broad range of relative abundance (Fig. 1F) may reflect changes during the cell cycle or variability between experiments. We conclude that VNS::SYS-1 is distributed asymmetrically to SGP daughters. Importantly, this “SYS-1 asymmetry” is reciprocal to POP-1 asymmetry (see Discussion).

Reciprocal SYS-1 and POP-1 Asymmetries in Other Tissues. The sys-1 locus affects the development of several tissues: the sys-1 null phenotype is embryonic lethal (6), and weak sys-1 mutants are defective in both SGP and T cell asymmetric divisions (10). Consistent with the idea that SYS-1 functions broadly, VNS::SYS-1 was expressed in many cells during embryogenesis and larval development (Fig. 2). Furthermore, SYS-1 was asymmetrically distributed in daughters of many asymmetric divisions, and SYS-1 asymmetry was the reciprocal of POP-1 asymmetry in all cases. For example, the E blastomere has lower POP-1 than the MS blastomere (11), but E has higher SYS-1 than MS (Fig. 2A). In addition, posterior daughters in the embryonic hypodermis and larval T cell have lower POP-1 than anterior daughters (11), but those posterior daughters have higher SYS-1 than anterior daughters (Fig. 2B and C). A similar situation holds true for distal daughters and granddaughters in the vulval lineage (12) (Fig. 2D). As seen in the SGPs, SYS-1 localized to large puncta in each daughter at a predicted centrosomal position, and in all cases, SYS-1 levels were similar at the two putative centrosomes (Fig. 2E). Therefore, SYS-1 asymmetry is likely to be induced, once the daughter has formed.

SYS-1/β-Catenin Controls Gut Development but Not Spindle Orientation. In early embryos, the EMS blastomere divides asymmetrically to generate E (endoderm) and MS (mesoderm) daughters. The E daughter is responsible for generating the gut, which is a simple tube composed entirely of endodermal cells; by contrast, MS makes primarily mesodermal derivatives (13). To test whether sys-1 affects E specification, we scored embryos for production of gut after depletion of sys-1 gene activity by RNA-mediated interference (RNAi) (see Methods). Guts were present in all control embryos (Fig. 2F and G), but they were missing from nearly 10% of sys-1(RNAi) embryos (Fig. 2F). That relatively low penetrance of gutless embryos was comparable with the effect seen in pop-1(RNAi) and pop-1(zu189) mutant embryos (Fig. 2F) (14, 15). In animals depleted for both sys-1 and pop-1 by RNAi, the penetrance remained low (Fig. 2F), which suggests that POP-1 and SYS-1 are part of the same pathway.

The pop-1(RNAi) effect on gut formation is dramatically enhanced by depletion of the SKN-1 transcription factor by using either skn-1 RNAi or a skn-1 mutant (15). We therefore asked whether sys-1(RNAi) could be similarly enhanced. Indeed, intestines were absent from virtually all sys-1(RNAi); skn-1(RNAi) or sys-1(RNAi); skn-1(zu67) embryos (Fig. 2F and I), an effect comparable with that seen for pop-1(RNAi); skn-1(RNAi) (Fig. 2F) (15). We conclude that sys-1 is critical for the endodermal fate.

The VNS::SYS-1 localization to centrosomes is intriguing, because other Wnt signaling components have been implicated
in control of spindle orientation in early embryos. For example, rotation of the EMS spindle from its initial left/right orientation to its final anterior/posterior orientation is delayed in mutants deficient for mom-2 (Wnt ligand), mom-5 (Fz), dsh-1/2 and mig-5 (dishevelled), or gsk-3 (GSK-3β) (16–20). Similarly, the ABar spindle does not align properly in pop-1 or wrm-1 mutants, an effect that appears to rely on transcriptional activation, because similar effects have been observed in mutants deficient for ama-1 (large subunit of RNA polymerase II) (19). To learn whether SYS-1 is required for spindle orientation, we examined EMS and ABar spindles in sys-1(RNAi) embryos. However, no defects were observed (n = 29), indicating that SYS-1 does not affect Wnt-dependent spindle orientations in the early embryo. We suggest that POP-1 may control spindle orientation by working with a different transcriptional coactivator.

**SYN-1 Asymmetry Is Controlled Posttranslationally.** To test whether control of SYS-1 asymmetry was transcriptional, translational, or posttranslational, we generated a transgene that is comparable with VNS::SYS-1 but does not produce SYS-1 protein. This transgene, called P<sub>sys</sub>_: VNS::SYS-1(stops), includes nonsense codons engineered into exons 1 and 3 (Fig. 3A). In a syn-1 mutant, VNS::SYS-1(stops) is not subject to nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (21). Transgenic lines carrying VNS::SYS-1(stops) did not affect viability and was highly expressed, consistent with a lack of SYS-1 protein. Expression from VNS::SYS-1(stops) shows where vns::sys-1 mRNA is synthesized and translated but expression from the VNS::SYS-1(stops) transgene is impervious to SYS-1 posttranslational regulation.

Unlike VNS::SYS-1, the VNS::SYS-1(stops) reporter was seen at equivalent levels in both SGP daughters (Fig. 3B). Because VNS::SYS-1(stops) expresses at a higher level than VNS::SYS-1, we placed VNS::SYS-1(stops) into a wild-type background, which reintroduced nonsense-mediated decay. VNS::SYS-1 abundance was reduced as expected, but the pattern was unchanged: VNS::SYS-1(stops) was still expressed at equivalent levels in both SGP daughters. In addition, it was broadly expressed in both embryos and larvae. In mid-stage embryos, expression was widespread in head, tail, and body hypodermis but low or absent in the developing gut. Postembryonically, VNS::SYS-1(stops) was expressed in the nervous system, hypodermis (including the T cell), developing vulva, and somatic gonad. In all tissues, its expression appeared uniform, in stark contrast to expression of VNS::SYS-1. We conclude that SYS-1 asymmetry is likely to be regulated at the level of SYS-1 protein, perhaps at the level of protein stability.

**Wnt-1 and POP-1 Do Not Affect SYS-1 Asymmetry.** A divergent Wnt pathway controls the SGP asymmetric division (6, 9, 10, 22). This pathway, called Wnt/MAPK (23), controls diverse asymmetric divisions (reviewed in ref. 24). Its name can be confusing, because no Wnt ligand has been identified for several affected divisions (e.g., SGP), and because the relevant kinase is more closely related to Nemo-like kinase (NLK) than MAPK. Nonetheless, the Wnt part of the pathway does include frizzled receptors, dishevelled homologs, POP-1/TCF, and SYS-1/mig-5 (Wnt ligand), mig-5 (dishevelled), or gsk-3 (GSK-3β) (16–20). Similarly, the ABar spindle does not align properly in pop-1 or wrm-1 mutants, an effect that appears to rely on transcriptional activation, because similar effects have been observed in mutants deficient for ama-1 (large subunit of RNA polymerase II) (19). To learn whether SYS-1 is required for spindle orientation, we examined EMS and ABar spindles in sys-1(RNAi) embryos. However, no defects were observed (n = 29), indicating that SYS-1 does not affect Wnt-dependent spindle orientations in the early embryo. We suggest that POP-1 may control spindle orientation by working with a different transcriptional coactivator.

**Wnt-1 and POP-1 Do Not Affect SYS-1 Asymmetry.** A divergent Wnt pathway controls the SGP asymmetric division (6, 9, 10, 22). This pathway, called Wnt/FAK (23), controls diverse asymmetric divisions (reviewed in ref. 24). Its name can be confusing, because no Wnt ligand has been identified for several affected divisions (e.g., SGP), and because the relevant kinase is more closely related to Nemo-like kinase (NLK) than MAPK. Nonetheless, the Wnt part of the pathway does include frizzled receptors, dishevelled homologs, POP-1/FAK, and SYS-1/mig-5. To explore the control of SYS-1 asymmetry, we introduced VNS::SYS-1 into strains defective for relevant constituents of the Wnt/FAK pathway (Fig. 3C). We first examined VNS::SYS-1 in five mutants, monitoring Sys penetration by counting gonadal arms as a simple read-out for distal tip cell generation. Previous studies demonstrated that the Sys phenotype is sensitive to both syn-1 dosage and relative abundance of SYS-1 and POP-1 proteins (6, 10). Therefore, even a modest increase in SYS-1 abundance might be expected to have an

---

**Fig. 2.** SYS-1 asymmetry during embryonic and larval development. (A–E) Nomarski (Left) and fluorescent (Right) images of same embryo or animal. (A) Early embryo. Dotted lines outline nuclei. For clarity, nuclear fluorescence is shown separately in the Inset. Images were treated identically for comparison. (B) Mid-stage embryo. SYS-1 asymmetry was observed in several daughter pairs (two are indicated). Anterior is to the left. (C) L1 larva. VNS::SYS-1 was more abundant in the posterior T cell daughter (large arrowhead) than its anterior sister (small arrowhead). (D) Developing vulva. Vulval precursors and their divisions are marked. Carats show SYS-1 asymmetry, with open end toward daughter with more SYS-1. (E) VNS::SYS-1 is enriched at a position typical of centrosomes during cell division. (F) SYS-1 controls formation of the gut, which is derived from the E blastomere. n, number of embryos scored. (G) Wild-type embryos showing gut autofluorescence (green). (H) skn-1 embryos. Only some embryos make gut (green), (I) skn-1; sys-1(RNAi) embryos. No embryos make gut (green).
Thus, SYS-1 asymmetry appeared unaffected by either WRM-1 or POP-1. We also scored SYS-1 asymmetry in \textit{lit-1}/\textit{NLK} mutants and again saw no effect (data not shown); however, the near absence of Sys defects in these strains makes this result less compelling (Fig. 3D). The failure of \textit{wrn-1} to affect the normal VNS::SYS-1 pattern suggests that the MAPK branch does not control SYS-1 asymmetry. We conclude that SYS-1 asymmetry does not rely on either WRM-1/\beta-catenin or POP-1/TCF.

### Frizzled and Dishevelled Regulate SYS-1 Asymmetry.

The frizzled receptor, LIN-17, causes a partially penetrant Sys phenotype (9, 26), and its paralog, MOM-5, is also implicated in gonadogenesis (27). To enhance Sys penetrance in the presence of VNS::SYS-1, we depleted \textit{mom-5} by RNAi in \textit{lin-17}; VNS::SYS-1 animals. The phenotype changed from a penetrance of 1% Sys in \textit{lin-17}; VNS::SYS-1 single mutants to 50% Sys in \textit{lin-17}; \textit{mom-5}(\textit{RNAi}); VNS::SYS-1 animals (Fig. 3F). Therefore, LIN-17 and MOM-5 have overlapping functions in control of the SGP division. We next assessed SYS-1 asymmetry. In the single mutant (\textit{lin-17}; VNS::SYS-1), SYS-1 asymmetry appeared normal (\(n = 13\)), but in \textit{lin-17}; \textit{mom-5}(\textit{RNAi}); VNS::SYS-1 animals, SYS-1 asymmetry was often lost (Fig. 3F). Specifically, both SGP daughters expressed low or undetectable VNS::SYS-1 in animals depleted for both frizzled receptors (Fig. 3G). We conclude that the two frizzled receptors are critical for maintenance of SYS-1/\beta-catenin in distal SGP daughters.

Two dishevelled homologs, DSH-2 and MIG-5, cause partially penetrant Sys phenotypes when removed individually (22, 28). We attempted to deplete both dishevelleds to enhance the Sys phenotype. However, most \textit{dsh-2}; \textit{mig-5}(\textit{RNAi}); VNS::SYS-1 embryos died, and attempts to dilute \textit{mig-5}(\textit{RNAi}) met with limited success. In one experiment, penetrance of the \(\textit{sys}^{\text{phenotype}}\) was 37% in the few escapers found (\(n = 38\)) with a corresponding effect on SYS-1 asymmetry (Fig. 3F). We therefore examined SYS-1 asymmetry in \textit{dsh-2} single mutants despite their low Sys penetrance and found to our surprise that SYS-1 asymmetry was defective in about half of the SGP daughter pairs (Fig. 3H and I). In \textit{dsh-2} mutants, SYS-1 was present at detectable levels in both SGP daughters, suggesting that DSH-2 affects SYS-1 protein levels in both daughters. In one final attempt to increase Sys penetrance, we examined \textit{lin-17}; \textit{dsh-2} double mutants and found an effect similar to that of \textit{dsh-2} single mutants: SYS-1 asymmetry was defective with low levels of SYS-1 in both SGP daughters. We conclude that both frizzled and dishevelled activities are critical regulators of SYS-1 asymmetry.

### Frizzled and Dishevelled Regulate \textit{ceh-22} Expression.

The \textit{ceh-22} gene is a direct target of transcriptional activation by SYS-1/\beta-catenin and POP-1/TCF in SGP distal descendants (8). We therefore asked how \textit{ceh-22} expression is affected in frizzled and dishevelled mutants, which alter both SYS-1 asymmetry (this work) and POP-1 asymmetry (10, 22). Normally, \(P_{\textit{ceh-22b}}::\text{VENUS}\) is bright in the distal SGP daughter and remains high in the distal granddaughters (Z1.aA, Z1.ap, Z4.pa, Z4.pp) (8). We therefore scored \textit{ceh-22b}-expressing cells in early L2 somatic gonads depleted for frizzled or dishevelled. The reporter was expressed in the distal granddaughters of both SGP in all wild-type animals (100%, \(n = 23\)). By contrast, in \textit{lin-17}; \(P_{\textit{ceh-22b}}::\text{VENUS}\) and \textit{lin-17}; \textit{mom-5}(\textit{RNAi}) \(P_{\textit{ceh-22b}}::\text{VENUS}\) larvae, \textit{ceh-22b}-expressing cells were seen in 90% (\(n = 10\)) and 42% (\(n = 24\)) of larvae, respectively; for \textit{dsh-2}; \(P_{\textit{ceh-22b}}::\text{VENUS}\), they were found in only 36% (\(n = 25\)) of larvae. These numbers correspond well with Sys penetrance in animals expressing \(P_{\textit{ceh-22b}}::\text{VENUS}\) (\textit{lin-17}; 5% Sys penetrance; \textit{lin-17}; \textit{mom-5}(\textit{RNAi}), 74% Sys penetrance; \textit{dsh-2}, 50% Sys penetrance). We conclude that frizzled and dishevelled regulators affect \textit{ceh-22} expression. The simplest interpretation is that the regulation of SYS-1 and POP-1 asymmetry by frizzled and dishevelled homologs...
Previous studies showed that POP-1/TCF levels are lower in the nucleus of daughters that require POP-1/TCF activity for fate specification (10, 14, 16, 48, 49). This enigma was explained by discovery of SYS-1/β-catenin, a dose-sensitive regulator that, together with POP-1/TCF, acts to transcriptionally activate target genes (6, 8). In vitro, the ratio of SYS-1/β-catenin to POP-1 controls their transcriptional activity, and in vivo, the levels of SYS-1/β-catenin dictate its activity (6). These findings led to a model in which the abundance of POP-1/TCF was lowered to accommodate a limiting concentration of SYS-1/β-catenin (6). In its simplest guise, this model suggests that SYS-1/β-catenin would be maintained at a uniformly low level in both daughters of the asymmetric cell division and that the ratio of SYS-1:POP-1 would be controlled solely by changing POP-1 abundance (Fig. 4B Upper).

In this article, we report that SYS-1 levels are higher in the daughter that requires SYS-1 and POP-1 for fate specification and lower in cells that do not require them (Figs. 1 and 4A). Therefore, SYS-1 is distributed asymmetrically, and that asymmetry is the reciprocal of POP-1 asymmetry. The discovery of SYS-1 asymmetry eliminates the simplest form of the limiting transcriptional coactivator model (Fig. 4B Upper). We therefore propose a different model, based on reciprocal SYS-1 and POP-1 asymmetries (Fig. 4B Lower). Although we suggest that SYS-1 and POP-1 levels may be similar in the activated cell, which is the simplest version of this model, the relative abundance of SYS-1 and POP-1 is not known.

Frizzled and Dishevelled Homologs Regulate the SYS-1:POP-1 Ratio.

Previous studies showed that frizzled and dishevelled homologs control POP-1 asymmetry in many asymmetric divisions, including EMS, T cells, and SGPs (refs. 10, 16, 19, 22, and 24, and this work). Here, we demonstrate that SYS-1 asymmetry is also controlled by frizzled and dishevelled homologs (Figs. 3 and 4C). Indeed, the same homologs (i.e.: LIN-17, MOM-5; dsh: DSH-2, MIG-5) control both SYS-1 and POP-1 asymmetries.

In animals that lack frizzled or dishevelled homologs, SYS-1 asymmetry is often abolished in SGP daughters. In the distal daughter, which requires SYS-1/β-catenin for its fate, both frizzled and dishevelled homologs control SYS-1 accumulation; but intriguingly, in the proximal of dishevelled may also play a role in SYS-1 disappearance, which suggests that dishevelled has a more complex role in SYS-1 regulation than expected. Whatever that role may be, both frizzled and dishevelled homologs influence SYS-1 asymmetry, and their effects are opposite on SYS-1 and POP-1 (Fig. 4C). Frizzled and dishevelled homologs therefore profoundly affect the SYS-1:POP-1 ratio, which is critical for transcriptional activation (6). To test whether transcriptional activation was affected by frizzled and dishevelled, we examined expression from the ceh-22b promoter, which is a direct target of SYS-1 and POP-1 (8). Indeed, ceh-22b expression was dramatically reduced in frizzled- and dishevelled-depleted animals. Therefore, both frizzled and dishevelled homologs affect the ability of their terminal regulators (SYS-1/β-catenin and POP-1/TCF) to activate transcription.

Distinct Branches of Control for SYS-1 and POP-1 Asymmetry. POP-1 asymmetry is controlled by the MAPK branch, which is composed of WRM-1/β-catenin and LIT-1/NLK (23, 25, 50). By contrast, SYS-1 asymmetry is not controlled by WRM-1 (this work). Because WRM-1 and LIT-1 work together (25), the simplest interpretation is that SYS-1 asymmetry is not controlled by the MAPK branch. The regulators of SYS-1 asymmetry that act downstream of dishevelled remain unknown, but two lines of evidence suggest that they control SYS-1 stability. First, a reporter transgene that does not make SYS-1 protein [VNS::SYS-1(steps)] was expressed uniformly in SGP daughters, which suggests that SYS-1

**Discussion**

**SYS-1/β-catenin Broadly Controls Asymmetric Cell Divisions.** Asymmetric cell divisions occur throughout *C. elegans* development (13, 29–31). Many of these asymmetric divisions rely on Wnt/MAPK signaling: the EMS division in early embryos (16, 17), hypodermal divisions in later embryogenesis (11, 32, 33), the SGP division in the newly hatched larva (9), and various other postembryonic hypodermal divisions, including V and T cells (34–37), the vulval lineage (27, 38, 39), and B cells (40).

SYS-1/β-catenin affects both SGP and T cell divisions (7, 10), and sys-1 null mutants die as mid-stage embryos (6). Here we show that SYS-1 asymmetry is typical of many asymmetric divisions throughout development, including daughters of the EMS division. In addition, we find that SYS-1/β-catenin controls formation of the gut, which derives exclusively from the E blastomere. Therefore, SYS-1/β-catenin is likely to function together with POP-1 in many and perhaps most asymmetric divisions during development.

The relevance of a Wnt/MAPK-like pathway to vertebrate asymmetric divisions is not known. Canonical Wnt signaling has been implicated in the control of vertebrate stem cells, which may divide asymmetrically (41–45), and a variant called the planar cell polarity pathway certainly affects asymmetric divisions (see ref. 46). In *Xenopus* and sea urchins, NLK homologs antagonize TCF activity, whereas zebrafish NLK affects cell fates (47). Therefore, a broader role for a Wnt/MAPK-like pathway in controlling asymmetric divisions may be emerging.

**Reciprocal Asymmetry of SYS-1/β-catenin and POP-1/TCF.** Asymmetric divisions generate daughters with distinct fates (Fig. 4A). In *C. elegans*, the most common pathway-controlling asymmetric division is Wnt/MAPK signaling. The terminal-pathway-specific regulators that effect differential transcription in the two daughters are SYS-1/β-catenin and POP-1/TCF (reviewed in refs. 4, 6, 8, and 10). A major conclusion of our findings is that SYS-1/β-catenin and POP-1/TCF have a reciprocal distribution in the daughters of asymmetric divisions and that daughters with higher SYS-1 and lower POP-1 activate expression of a target gene (Fig. 4A).
asymmetry is controlled at the level of SYS-1 protein rather than the gene or mRNA. Second, SYS-1 protein is present at equivalent levels in centrosomal positions of both daughters during division, but it virtually disappears from the proximal SGP daughter after division. The idea that SYS-1 is degraded in proximal SGP daughters is attractive, in part because canonical Wnt signaling stabilizes β-catenin in vertebrates by inhibiting the β-catenin elimination of the destruction complex (axin, APC, GSK-3β). The destruction complex itself does not appear to affect SYS-1 asymmetry, at least in the SGP, because no effect on SGPWs was observed in mutants or RNAi of destruction complex components (ref. 51; B.T.P., unpublished work). Therefore, SYS-1 stability may be regulated by a divergent destruction complex or a distinct mechanism. The elucidation of the mechanism controlling SYS-1 asymmetry is an important challenge for future work.

Methods

Strains. *C. elegans* Bristol strain N2 was used as wild type. Fig. 3C lists most mutations used in this study. SU307 [skn-1(zu67) IV/n171[gs531] IV;V] was used to generate skn-1(zu67) homozygotes; NG3124 [dsh-2(or302)/mIn1[dpy-10(e128) msIs14] II] was used for dsh-2 homozygotes.

Transgenes. *Psys-1::VENUS::SYS-1 (pJK1105)* includes genomic iso-1 (3.6 kb upstream, all exons and introns, 1.1 kb downstream) with VENUS ORF inserted between codons one and three of *sys* cistron soon thereafter. For *6o f6*/*H20841 SYS-1 and ceh-22 Expression.

Psys-Transgenes. *C. elegans* Strains.

Wnt signaling stabilizes proximal SGP daughters is attractive, in part because canonical daughter after division. The idea that SYS-1 is degraded in division, but it virtually disappears from the proximal SGP asymmetry is controlled at the level of SYS-1 protein rather than 46. Barrow JR (2006) *Dev Biol* 293:316–329.

Image Analyses. Nomarski images were collected as described in ref. 19 and analyzed by using modified versions of NIH Image and ImageJ (available on request from J.H.). To assess endoderm induction, RNAi was performed by injection of L4 or young adults with 2 µg/µl double-stranded RNA synthesized by standard methods. For SYS-1 expression, live embryos were digitally recorded, and fluorescent images were captured in nascent sister cells after division.

Image Quantitation. Images were captured on a Hamamatsu (Hamamatsu City, Japan) C4742-95 camera, using OpenLab 5.0.1 (Improvement, Lexington, MA). ImageJ software was used to outline the area to be quantitated in a Nomarski image, and the level of fluorescence was measured in the corresponding fluorescence image. The entire cell was included for VNS::SYS-1, but only the nucleus was included for GFP::POP-1. The fold difference between distal and proximal SGP daughters was calculated as the ratio of net distal daughter fluorescence to net proximal daughter fluorescence, in which net fluorescence was calculated by subtracting background in nearby germ cells from total signal in the cell of interest. For nuclear GFP::POP-1 quantitation, the inverse calculation was used to find the fold difference between the proximal and distal nuclei (net proximal/ net distal). ImageJ quantitation of SGP daughter pairs in VNS::SYS-1(stops) varied from 0.89 to 0.99 (n = 4 cell pairs).
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